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55 Mey Harris Combine Engine
This is Part 4 of a series about combines that occurs on no particular schedule. It seemed this was an appropriate time for something light and breezy.
Les Henry: Combines I have known, Part 4: Masseys
Lexus is readying a new LX based on the latest-generation Toyota Land Cruiser and it could be topped by a powerful hybrid model. A report out of Japan claims that the new Lexus LX will have the same ...
Next-Gen Lexus LX Could Have A Twin-Turbo 3.5-Liter Hybrid With 480 HP
Finish engine maker Wärtsilä, together with Soletair Power and Q Power, will showcase Power-to-X (P2X) technology at the upcoming World ...
Wärtsilä, Soletair and Q-Power to showcase P2X tech at Dubai Expo
Helium, hot air and variable speed rotors provide the lift for a cargo aircraft being developed. While some aerospace engineers are working on sexy, attention-getting aircraft such a supersonic ...
Innovative Airships Could Change the Face of Transport Aircraft
Teamed to create affordable, production-ready ISR strike system Combines Air Tractor

s rugged ... the largest payload capacity of any single engine turboprop aircraft. It hosts L3Harris ...

L3Harris Technologies and Air Tractor Announce Sky Warden™ ISR Strike Aircraft
Let's rank the five rookie tight ends who'll be most productive in 2021. Harris was labeled as a tight end during the pre-draft process, but that was just a generous title for a 6-foot-5, 219-pound ...
Ranking the five rookie tight ends who will be most productive in 2021, headed by Kyle Pitts
Without speaking a word or scratching a pen across paper, President Joe Biden drove up the pressure on Big Tech companies already smarting under federal and congressional ...
From Biden to Congress, Big Tech is under mounting pressure
At-home fitness major Peloton (NASDAQ: PTON) has been one of the big winners through the Covid-19 pandemic, with its stock up by over 5x since the first set of Covid-19 lockdowns back in March 2020.
What Will Peloton Stock Look Like In 2025?
Researchers at Stanford University have designed open-source software to help policy makers and urban planners build more sustainable cities.
New urban planning software may inspire more sustainable cities
Earlier this month, the Biden administration announced the plan for the first 2.50 crore vaccine doses that the US has already started shipping.
US announces to allocate 5.5 cr doses of Covid vaccines globally; India to get part of 1.6 cr earmarked for Asia
New research suggests sperm evolution is heavily influenced by the competitive environment -- the location where sperm and eggs meet.
Sperm evolution heavily influenced by location of eggs
Juneteenth has long been a paid holiday in Texas, where the observation originated, but several other states have added their own dates.
Will I get Juneteenth off of work now? Here s what we know
An investment in Ladder Capital today only makes sense if the aggressive capital deployment we described goes exactly to plan over the next year. See here for a detailed investment analysis.
What's All The Chatter About Ladder?
When you combine traditional ... use a search engine to connect the

real-life

experience with the digital presence. Consumers are savvy researchers, and though some may purchase a brand ...

How Enterprise SEO Can Maximize Traditional Marketing ROI
Laura Podesta reports the Biden administration still hopes more people will get vaccinated.
Goal To Get 70 Percent Of Americans Vaccinated By July 4th May Fall Short
After a long pandemic year, the overwhelming majority (92%) of Americans will travel, or already have, in 2021; with 52% going as soon as this summer, according to the Priceline Work-Life Balance ...
2021 Priceline Work-Life Balance Report: 92% of Americans are Poised to Vacation With a Vengeance to Make Up for Lost Travel Last Year
While that figure may seem large, Moynihan also highlights ... Just last week, the company raked in a whopping $11.55 million thanks to Israeli software company Monday.com
Best Software Stocks To Buy Right Now? 3 To Know
Combine revenue growth with the fact that Peloton ... Based on our machine learning engine, which analyzes Peloton

s stock price movements post its 2019 IPO, the stock has a 64% chance of ...
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